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Introduction

Sometimes, characteristics and differences of each intellectual can be mirrored with-
in their attitude toward unique issues.  Such can be said within the Kishinron [Kishinron [Kishinron 鬼神論], 
a Neo-Confucian discussion on spirits, rites, and ghosts.  Differences can be seen with-
in the analysis concerned with ghosts and unusual events.  Early modern Japanese in-
tellectuals have left a quantity of works related to this Neo-Confucian topic on reli-
gion.  The Kishinron itself contains a wide variety of statements ranging from the origin Kishinron itself contains a wide variety of statements ranging from the origin Kishinron
of the universe, explanations on life and death, guidelines for ancestral worship and a 
discussion on ghosts and unusual events.  This indicates that emphasis on which sub-
ject is to be considered a matter of consequence will differ according to each intellec-
tual.  Some intellectuals simply ignored the topic of apparitions as superstitions while 
others took the path to a detailed analysis of the matter.  The motive underlying such 
research must be understood not as mysticism but as a political awareness toward lo-
cal religious beliefs.  There is a need to indicate each intellectual’s backgrounds of po-
litical needs and interests, because their political interests are mirrored in their inter-
pretation.

There are grounds for practical political interest to emerge from this Neo-Confucian 
debate.  It is clear that within the discussion on authentic ancestral rites, political 
awareness towards religious policy and social order took shape within the process of 
defining what was legitimate or licentious or not.  Views toward local beliefs were in-
fluenced under such juridical interests.  In order to pursue a comparative study of be-
tween intellectuals, analysis toward the level of political interest will provide a signifi-
cant viewpoint to understand their aims and motives for concentrating on this murky 
subject.  Evaluations on the level of political interest within each intellectual are neces-
sary in order to understand how practical concerns toward local beliefs had worked as 
a catalyst in forming their ideas.

For this reason it is significant to verify the nature of religious policy of the Tokuga-
wa regime in detail.  When or which edict had influenced the religious outlook within 
society?  Had there been a change of strategy concerned with the aim of maintaining 
social order?  Therefore this paper will concentrate on the legal restrictions toward 
Buddhist temples and Shinto Shrines during the early modern period.  There are two 
aims for this paper, one is to redefine how political interests toward religious institu-
tions had developed and altered according to the change of society, the other is to re-
consider the political background of the discussion in terms of legal restrictions toward 
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religion.  Within the analysis, it will become clear that local religion had gradually 
been considered as a potential source for religious outbreaks and social chaos.

The framework of this paper consists of three sections in chronological order.  Part 
one will focus on the early efforts of the Tokugawa religious policy, Part two will con-
centrate on the legal issues of the mid seventeenth to the former half of the eighteenth 
century.  Part three will concentrate on the restrictions on funeral rites and evaluate 
the evidence on how Shinto sects had gradually gained socio-religious influence.  Fi-
nally views on the political awareness toward local beliefs will be presented in the 
conclusion.  Details on legal issues will be focused according to the Tokugawa kinreikō
[徳川禁令考] and will follow the legal categorization according to this juridical anthol-
ogy.1)

I.  Early Modern Japanese Religious Policy: An Overview

It is agreed that the religious policy of the Tokugawa bakufu had been completed 
by 1665.  Reasons for this statement are based on the fact that two major religious re-
strictions were stated in this year.  In the early stages of the Tokugawa regime, religious 
control tended to be directed toward religious institutions and sects.  In other words, 
the main focus of religious policy had been on systematic pressure over religious 
groups.  Here we will focus on three major religions and inquire the details of each 
regulation up till the year of 1665.  Dates and details of significant edicts and restric-
tions will be shown in the order of Christianity, Buddhism and Shintoism.

1)  Regulations toward Christianity
It is obvious that Christianity had been put in the front line of prosecution.  The 

well known ban of Christianity came in 1613.  The edict known as the Jashūmon ginmi 
no koto—Go jomoku shūmon danna ukeoi no okite [Go jomoku shūmon danna ukeoi no okite [Go jomoku shūmon danna ukeoi no okite 邪宗門吟味之事 御條目宗門檀那請負
之掟] and the Bateren tsuihōbun [Bateren tsuihōbun [Bateren tsuihōbun 伴天連追放文] set forth the official concern and atti-
tude of the matter, presenting the statement that Christianity is a dangerous religion 
and that missionaries and Japanese believers were to be put under severe prosecu-
tion.2)  This edict shows the basic methodology in order to put Christians under con-
trol.  In order to diminish the movement, the members of the parish were required to 
register with a local Buddhist temple.  The purpose for this systematic testimony was 
to prove that all members of the family were ‘Buddhist’ believers unengaged in dan-
gerous beliefs.  Births and deaths were to be reported, and funerals rites were to be 
held in registered temples, so as to ensure that citizens were law abiding within the ex-
isting social framework.

This family register system had functioned in two ways.  On one hand, it was useful 
to identify citizens and the number of family members.  On the other hand, it served 
as a system to use Buddhist temples as a bureaucratic department of the Bakufu.  In 
other words, temples had begun to function as the census or the family register depart-
ment of the Bakufu.  The first step had been beneficial in a way that the birth and the 
death of citizens were to be recorded on behalf of the temples, a highly practical move 
to verify the number of population within the district.  The Tokugawa statement on 
Christianity is straightforward, but the juridical details show a characteristic phase that 
is to be developed within other religious regulations.  This two-dimensional method 
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consisted of granting political benefit and secular control.  These two aspects had been 
the hallmark of the major strategy of early modern Japanese religious policy.  This rig-
id control and political merit is clear in the restrictions of Buddhism.  The details are 
to be analyzed in the following section.

2)  Regulations for Buddhist Temples
The Tokugawa kinreikō shows that there were two types of restrictions: overall rules Tokugawa kinreikō shows that there were two types of restrictions: overall rules Tokugawa kinreikō

and specific regulations toward each institution.  It is clear that the Bakufu had been 
making efforts to put each Buddhist institution under control, but succeeded by the 
time they established the edict in 1665.  This 1665 edict is considered as the highlight 
or the completion of Buddhist regulations.3)  The details cover every aspect of monas-
tic activity, and refer to trivial matters, too.  The topic ranges from the financial bases 
of temples, ranks of monks and apprentices, satisfactory lifestyles, and intellectual ac-
tivities.  The edict in 1665, known as the Shoshū jiin hatto [Shoshū jiin hatto [Shoshū jiin hatto 諸宗寺院法度], reveals the 
official awareness of the matter.

The 1665 edict covers how Buddhist real estate and buildings should be main-
tained, and it strongly recommends proper financial management in cases of recon-
struction.4)  Rank and certificate among monastery members were also put under re-
striction.  It can be understood that secular administration had tried to control 
Buddhist institutions.  Regulations are also encouraging intellectual activity and aca-
demic pursuits, in other words, to pray for the welfare of the government.  It also 
warns Buddhist monks not to engage in military interests and similar activities .5)  Life-
style and rules of daily affairs and routine were stated as well.  There is a clear effort to 
maintain daily discipline and manners within the monasteries.  Obviously, the officials 
considered that luxury and extravagance would lead to corruptive secularization.6)

The officials were also requiring temples to make sure not to harbor strangers or unau-
thorized civilians in the estates.  Servants and parish members engaged in hard labor 
for the estate were required to have had their identity verified.

On the whole, the founders of the Tokugawa regime were cautious to prevent Bud-
dhist temples from emerging as military or political threats.  The Bakufu leaders had 
learned from history how temples were inclined to transform into potential threats to 
national officials.  It is not surprising to see that a strong motive for gaining control can 
be seen through these regulations.  At the same time, temples were granted status and 
security under conditions that they abided by the laws of the secular authority.  To 
summarize, the Bakufu had formulated a two-pronged strategy to place the Buddhist 
temples under control.  Through the certificate of political benefit and status officials 
had taken religious institutions within the ruling system and kept a close watch simul-
taneously.  However, regulations toward Shinto shrines were a different matter.  It is 
true that the officials took care to watch over the shrines, but they did not require a 
highly administrative role toward priests.  The details of this are discussed in the fol-
lowing section.

3)  Regulations toward Shinto Shrines
The religious regulations toward Shinto shrines reflect both the characteristics of 

Bakufu policy and the altering nature of the Shintoist movement during the Tokugawa 
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era.  This section will concentrate on the regulations up to the mid seventeenth centu-
ry and analyze the developments in the following chapters.  Shinto connected regula-
tions are distributed in the similar style of that of Buddhist regulations.  Juridical order 
is stated toward specific shrines and an edict is set forth as a sign to indicate the com-
mon framework of the matter is completed.  The edict toward Shinto shrines 
confirmed in 1665 was known as the Shosha negi kannushi hatto [Shosha negi kannushi hatto [Shosha negi kannushi hatto 諸社禰宜神主法度].7)

The 1665 regulations include topics similar to those in the Shoshū jiin hatto.  The 
Shosha negi kannushi hatto has regulations on financial bases, the prohibition against the Shosha negi kannushi hatto has regulations on financial bases, the prohibition against the Shosha negi kannushi hatto
buying and selling of real estate, and regulations regarding expensive construction of 
new buildings within shrines.  The ranks and statuses of priests were to be verified by 
legitimate license and memberships, and religious activity was restricted within the 
area of academic pursuits or praying for the welfare of the government.  Priests were 
required to lead modest and simple lives and required a daily routine to keep the 
grounds of the shrines clean.  Restrictions over servants are seen as well, as is the cau-
tion not to harbor strangers within the estate.  Institutional jurisdiction was similar to 
that of the Shoshū jiin hatto for Buddhist temples.Shoshū jiin hatto for Buddhist temples.Shoshū jiin hatto

However, there is a characteristic aspect related to Shinto regulations.  Legal inter-
est regarding Shinto shrines was centered on the priestly license and certificate given 
out by the Yoshida family and the Shirakawa family.  Those who had received formal 
instruction and were granted the secret teachings of the family were given the 
certificate of a Shinto priest.8)  Trivial details and legal requests for performing kagura
[神楽] or the legitimacy of newly given license for farmers are seen in quantity.9)

Legitimate license and certificate of shrines and priests were the main interests of 
jurisdiction of the Tokugawa regime.  Early regulations were focused around the issue 
of redefining the status of each specific shrine.  The main interest was to establish and 
maintain a social alliance with these religious counterparts.  This situation will change 
according to the end of the nineteenth century.  This paper will focus on the changes 
reflected within Shinto regulations in the following sections; the details reflect the 
emergence of the social influence of Shintoism in early modern Japanese society.

II.  Changes at the Turn of the Eighteenth Century: Post-1665 Regulations

Once the 1665 edict had taken shape, the Bakufu officials had fundamental guide-
lines for dealing with religious movements.  Officially, religious regulations were put 
under control and religious policy had developed into a sophisticated legal system.  
However, this did not mean that the officials were free of trouble and anxiety.  The 
regulations after 1665 imply that religious concerns had changed and policy had shift-
ed to a new degree of awareness.

Until 1665 the main concern had been to place institutions under control.  Now the 
threat had changed to caution toward spontaneous religious outbreaks.  This change 
of awareness is reflected by the details of the restrictions around the beginning of the 
eighteenth century: regulations toward religious groups had changed.  Here the focus 
will be on two subjects: regulations toward religious institutions and regulations to-
ward freelance religious activity outside institutional systems.  The details reflect the 
social dynamics of the period as well as the shift within juridical interests.
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1)  Regulations toward Religious Institutions
By and large, the main juridical awareness toward Buddhist temples had developed 

along the lines of unauthorized ceremonies and social events held within the estate.  
Once officials had felt secured that Buddhist institutions were not agitating an anti-
governmental message, they did not press further control over religious teachings as 
such.  However, officials were concerned with non-religious activity conducted within 
the temple grounds.

An edict in 1709 emphasized that overnight mourning ceremonies with mixed 
members of both sexes were not to be held.10)  The concern is directed toward moral 
hazards, not theological interpretations.  In 1714, extravagant events, such as puppet 
theater performances, held within the estate were banned.  In the same year prostitu-
tion on the Buddhist estate was placed under a strict ban.11)  These edicts are early evi-
dence of banning unauthorized events, ceremonies, and prostitution.  The main inten-
tion was to maintain social order as well as preventing temples from reaping extra 
profit from these secular events.  Obviously the officials were aware that social events 
could be used as an opportunity for raising funds and gaining extra income.  In addi-
tion, there had been a keen concern to prevent religious estates from developing into 
a shelter for lawbreakers, tramps, and vagabonds.12)

Toward the end of the Tokugawa regime, unauthorized events such as festivals, pup-
pet theater performances, kabuki performances, dancing events and sumo wrestling 
matches were frequently placed under a strict ban.13)  In order to prevent religious in-
stitutions from being lured into fund raising activities, officials stressed that a luxurious 
lifestyle would become the catalyst for crime.  Bakufu officials made efforts to main-
tain the morale of monks in monasteries.  Through regulations in 1722, they required 
monks to lead a stoic and simple life style, not to pursue comfort and luxury but to en-
deavor to reduce expenses.14)  It is clear that views toward religious institutions had 
changed since the 1665 edict.  The administrative level of awareness had emerged as a 
major interest.  Before proceeding to the next section, it should be reiterated that a 
similar attitude had been taken toward religious activities other than Buddhist and 
Shinto institutions.  Freelance religious activity or popular religion was to be con-
trolled.  And a new genre of jurisdiction had emerged: religious festivals and events in 
general.  Religious circumstances now differed compared with those of the founding 
stages of the regime.

2)  Regulations toward Religious Social Activities
It must be noted that freelance religious activity outside institutions were also sub-

jects of political awareness and placed under control.  The two major parties were the 
Fukeshū [Fukeshū [Fukeshū 普化宗] and Shugendō [Shugendō [Shugendō 修験道], both usually understood as popular religions 
or mountain Buddhism.  Regulations toward Shugendō are seen as early as 1609 and Shugendō are seen as early as 1609 and Shugendō
through 1806.  The same can be said in the case of the Fukeshū, in which the regula-Fukeshū, in which the regula-Fukeshū
tions are dated from around 1614 to 1858.15)

What is characteristic about these groups is the fact that regulations see an increase 
toward the end of the Tokugawa regime.  The early stages were focused on license and 
permission from the headquarters.  However, the group became a hideout for those 
who were escaping social obligations, usually financial debts and poverty.  As seen in 
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records dated around the end of the eighteenth century, officials were concerned with 
how poverty-ridden citizens tended to become recruits of freelance priests, eventually 
turning away from the formal administrative register.16)

Around the mid-nineteenth century, officials were tightening restrictions regarding 
the Fukeshū movement.  They issued a warning that Fukeshū movement.  They issued a warning that Fukeshū Fukeshū members tend to threaten Fukeshū members tend to threaten Fukeshū
citizens to pay alms and offerings, and were much more bandits than priests.17)  It is 
obvious that the main legal concern was to maintain social order.  This political aware-
ness had gradually spread toward general religious activities as well.  Regulations to-
ward festivals and religious events are seen in quantity within the Tokugawa kinreikō.  It Tokugawa kinreikō.  It Tokugawa kinreikō
must be noted that the regulations cover both Buddhist and Shintoist festivals, in other 
words, a neutral attitude had taken shape in juridical affairs.

Details of laws concerned with festivals have two major statements, unauthentic fes-
tivals are not allowed and luxurious ceremonies are prohibited.  Officials were firm on 
their point that festivals were to be authentic and traditional, not a pretext for expen-
sive merrymaking.  An early regulation on the use of drums can be seen; drums were 
to be used on the specific date of the festival, the reasons were based on the fact that 
the sound of drums were noisy and could be confused for fire alarms.18)  Restrictions 
toward large-scale nerimono [nerimono [nerimono 練り物] or parades in 1721 provides warnings about un-
ruly festivals.19)  Expensive costumes, food venders, live performances and obscene 
decorations were strictly prohibited.

Gokaichō [Gokaichō [Gokaichō 御開帳], or a public exhibition of religious treasures both of Buddhist and 
Shinto origin, were placed under control as well.  Unauthorized public viewings were 
banned in 1780, 1794, and 1802.20)  A direct statement of the matter is displayed with-
in the restriction on costly shows in 1827.  Officials made it clear that festive events 
were to be held in regard of discipline.  They knew that religious events tend to pro-
vide an occasion for fights and disputes, a potential hazard for social chaos.  An occa-
sion of sacred reverence could succumb to secular violence.21)  Within the final de-
cades of the Tokugawa regime in 1842, authorities were concerned that gorgeous 
religious ceremonies could become occasions for chaos and riots.  Alert toward drunk-
en fights and lax security can be seen in the edicts .22)  Official were well aware that 
festivals tended to run out of control, and based upon this realistic perspective they 
made efforts to continuously remind that ceremonies were to be held according to au-
thentic traditions.  New attempts at festive events were condemned as non-traditional 
and banned in 1727.23)  It is interesting to note that locally based Shinto movements 
were also put under warning.  In the mid-nineteenth century the Bakufu had issued an 
edict restricting the Fujikō [Fujikō [Fujikō 富士講], a popular religious movement for revering Mt. 
Fuji.  In the 1849 edict, it claimed the movement was non-traditional, and claimed that 
the movement was a rationale for collecting large amounts of funds and recruiting fol-
lowers to travel long distances.24)

To sum up, the officials were realistic enough to understand that huge festivals were 
potential causes of social chaos.  Their interest had been meant to prevent religious 
groups from gaining political influence and economic power.  It is interesting to see 
how acute their awareness toward maintaining social order had been: they were aware 
that huge crowds would cause chaos whether religious or not.  After the edict in 1665, 
it must be noted that details toward various urban activities were put under legal con-
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trol.  Kabuki theaters, for example, were placed under strict control in 1714.25)  It is 
obvious that legal officials were aware that economic profit drew large crowds and so-
cial attention.  Spontaneous fanatic movements could possibly emerge in the scene of 
big events and crowds.  It was essential to prevent crowds from developing into mobs 
and riots, which could lead to nationwide chaos.  This shift of interest must be under-
stood as a change of strategy in religious policy.  Awareness toward religious move-
ments pursued outside organizations had taken shape.  Concern over maintaining so-
cial order had become a matter of consequence, and not the institutions or religious 
teachings.  The turning point in the policy emerged after the restrictions of 1665, and 
brought new interests and political awareness of social order.  Political control and 
caution had expanded outside religious institutions, seeking to adjust to new religious 
circumstances.

Seen within the details of legal records, Tokugawa society had experienced a dra-
matic change.  Economic growth and the steady increase of the urban population had 
introduced new problems for officials.  Attitudes toward religious beliefs had changed 
as well, introducing new styles of religious practices.  In the next part we will analyze 
the changes and developments concerned with Shinto.  What types of evidence can 
be seen through the regulations?

III.  Funeral Rites and Shinto: The Later Stage of Religious Policy

As mentioned at the end of part one, funeral rites had functioned as a highly ad-
ministrative issue linked with the family register through Buddhist temples.  It must be 
noted that practical concerns of authentic license and control over public welfare were 
the main concerns of the officials.  Neither theological nor religious attacks are con-
tained within the documents.  Early stages of jurisdiction are full of bans of expensive 
and extravagant funerals.  An example of this type of edict can be seen in an early 
regulation of 1742 regarding putting money into the coffin, an act of mourning result-
ing in the waste of precious minerals and public wealth.26)  Laws also restricted com-
moners from using expensive goods for funerals, from putting long kaimyō [kaimyō [kaimyō 戒名] for 
the deceased, and from erecting over-large tombstones.  The official statement of such 
extravagant mourning was unauthentic and an act of usurping ritualistic dignity.27)  At 
the same time, officials made sure that funeral rites were to be performed properly 
without delay.  In a 1792 edict, the officials are making it clear that in cases of de-
ceased homeless, the temple of the district had the responsibility to hold proper funer-
als .28)  The point was to obtain an accurate record of the area, in other words, a need 
to maintain administrative accuracy.

However, from the mid-eighteenth century to the mid-nineteenth century juridical 
changes emerged in the shape of requests for Shinto style funerals.  Considering the 
legal documents in the Tokugawa kinreikō, the turning point seems to begin around 1789 Tokugawa kinreikō, the turning point seems to begin around 1789 Tokugawa kinreikō
to 1791.  Early cases are seen in 1791.29)  The 1791 inquiry mentions the case of a priest 
who had received a funeral license from the Yoshida family.  The issue was whether 
this status should be considered legitimate or not.  It reveals two questions: one was 
whether to permit the practice of Shinto funerals or not; the other was to consider 
whether other family members were to abide by the Buddhist style funerals required 
by the family register system.30)
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A new social practice had been taking shape in this period.  A similar case is seen 
in 1819.  This time the family had been registered but wished to hold funerals accord-
ing to the Shinto style .31)  Similar inquiries are dated from around 1819 to 1826.  
Clearly, Shinto-style funerals were gradually accepted by the 1830’s.  Although it had 
not been officially recommended, the villagers and the local temples were accepting 
the de facto situation.32)  Various cases on funeral rites are dated in this period.  An in-
quiry on a Shugendō priest’s funeral can be seen in 1819.  The question was meant to Shugendō priest’s funeral can be seen in 1819.  The question was meant to Shugendō
decide what style of funeral should be considered legitimate.33)

A characteristic change concerned with funeral rites can be attributed to the fact 
that Shinto had begun to gain popularity among citizens.  In other words, Shinto had 
begun to emerge as an authentic Japanese religion and discourse.  Another cause for 
this change can be attributed to the fact that from the mid-seventeenth century and 
onward, Shinto scholars as well as Buddhist and Neo-Confucian scholars had begun to 
engage in a discussion on death and funeral rites .34)  Prior to the early modern period, 
death had been considered a taboo for Shinto priests.  Death was a major cause for re-
ligious pollution and priests were required to follow a strict process of ritual purifica-
tion.  It is clear that Shinto priests had begun to be more preoccupied with daily prac-
tice than with ritual purification.  Furthermore, Shinto intellectuals had become 
engaged in the discussion of death and afterlife.  Interest in authentic Japanese style 
funerals had become the debate for intellectuals.  Due to both the discourse of Neo-
Confucian afterlife and authentic ancestral worship and the rise of the Kokugaku [Kokugaku [Kokugaku 国学] 
movement, Shinto scholars were inspired and encouraged to inquire into the matter.  
It can be said that attitudes had changed under the Tokugawa social structure, but that 
is a topic to be discussed in another opportunity.

Conclusion

Seen from these details of the religious jurisdiction of the Tokugawa Bakufu, it is 
necessary to accept that a change of awareness is evident around the end of the seven-
teenth century.  Religious policy had been established from an administrative point of 
view to maintain social order.  In the early stages of the regime, the main strategy had 
been to put religious institutions under systematic control.  Regulations were estab-
lished according to religious beliefs and specific sects.  The climax of such juridical or-
ganizing could be seen in the edict in 1665.  After the 1665 edict, the political aware-
ness regarding religious policy developed into an interest in spontaneous religious 
activities, in other words, religious activity pursued outside existing institutions.  Cere-
monies, festivals, and social performances were to be held according to authorization.  
Such changes are to be understood as reflections of awareness toward local religious 
activity.  Change in society, the growth of economic wealth, an increasing population, 
and the development of urban lifestyles had influenced the religious atmosphere of the 
time.  It is not surprising to see a heightened awareness in the level of religious juris-
diction.  During each phase of the Tokugawa period, religious policy had changed and 
developed, introducing new awareness and problems.  Seen from this point, it must be 
considered that political concerns have been mirrored in the works of intellectuals.  
Those who were aware of religious order and administrative needs were alert to the 
changes of society and policy making.
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In comparing the Kishinron of early modern intellectuals, this shift of religious poli-Kishinron of early modern intellectuals, this shift of religious poli-Kishinron
cy must be understood as a key point when trying to understand the text.  Religious 
circumstances differ according to each intellectual.  It is not surprising to see how the 
level of political attitude differed according to each intellectual.  Those who were en-
gaged in the debate of authentic Neo-Confucian rites and ancestor worship were 
obliged to shape their interests within the problems of the day.  It is quite natural to 
see how religious concerns of the day had influenced or worked as a catalyst toward 
their motives to pursue the topic.  For the early generation of intellectuals, criticism of 
existing Buddhist temples was a major priority in terms of religious order.  For the 
next generation of scholars, local beliefs and spontaneous religious activities were of 
major concerns in religious policy.  The difference of the attitude in which they treated 
the topic of local religion can be understood from this perspective.  A comparative 
analysis of each intellectual is necessary, but that too is a topic to be discussed and de-
veloped in another paper.
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